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ABSTRACT:Personal protective equipment including surgical masks and N95 mask, is crucially important to the safety of 

both patients and Doctor or Physician. In the period of infectious pandemics. As the incidence of Coronavirus Disease 

(COVID-19) is increasing exponentially in the United States and worldwide, healthcare provider demand for these necessities 

is currently outpacing supply. As such, strategies to safely expand the lifespan of the supply of medical equipment are 

critically important. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Due to the rapidly emergent nature of the novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) and extream requirements of 

proper PPE protocols,now a days many hospitals are running dangerously low on these protective devices. As a result,  

patients and their healthcare providers & Doctors are at increased risk of contacting and spreading the COVID-19.As earlier 

suggested, one method of preserving our current supply of  N95  face-mask is through cycles of sterilize and reuse with 

ultraviolet  irradiation.UV light is a form of electromagnetic radiation with more energy compare to visible light. It is 

necessary to use (PPE) for checking the spread of the disease. In developing countries like India, the disinfectin of PPE kits 

and other personal equipments is in high demand as the throwaway accessories require a huge amount of money. Further, the 

disposal of PPE kits,instruments and other routine items to the environment poses a serious commination. 

 

 

II.LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

1) For Occupational Safety, N. I. & Health. Niosh guide to the selection and use of particulate respirators certified under 42 

cfr 84 (1996). 

 

In June 1995, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) updated and modernized the Federal 

regulation for certifying air-purifying particulate respirators. The respirators certified under this new regulation are tested 

under much more demanding conditions, and they provide increased worker protection. These new respirators also provide 

significant cost savings: Estimates indicate that the health care industry alone will save millions of dollars as a result of this 

new generation of practical and efficient respirators. 

 

2) NuAire. Labgard es nu-540 series 1 class ii, type a2 biosafety cabinet, operation and maintance manual. (2014). 

 

Personal protective equipment (PPE), including surgical masks and N95 respirators, is crucially important to the safety of both 

patients and medical personnel, particularly in the event of infectious pandemics. As the incidence of Coronavirus Disease 

(COVID-19) is increasing exponentially in the United States and worldwide, healthcare provider demand for these necessities 

is currently outpacing supply. 

 

3) WorldHealthOrganization. Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide (March 02, 

2020). 

Some hospitals have already begun using UV-C light to sterilize N95 respirators, but many lack the space or equipment to 

implement existing protocols. In this study, we outline a procedure by which N95 respirators may be sterilized using 
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ultraviolet (UV) radiation in biosafety cabinets (BSCs), a common element of many academic, public health, and hospital 

laboratories 

 

 

Block diagram of project: A UV Sterilizer  

Violet  light that is needed to kill bacteria on smooth surfaces. UV light is considered efficacious as it vandalize the DNA 

bacteria and the DNA or RNA of viruses. 

 

 

 

 

1. UV Lamps: ultraviolet lamp, also called

wavelengths between those of visible light and X

as black light because it is not visible to the eye.

Rating: 10watt. 

2. Timer circuit: The Timer circuits are used to produce time delay intervals for triggering a load

Rating: 0.5dc 
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ltraviolet (UV) radiation in biosafety cabinets (BSCs), a common element of many academic, public health, and hospital 

III. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT  

Block diagram of project: A UV Sterilizer   works by using special bulbs that can radiate the right amount of Ultra 

Violet  light that is needed to kill bacteria on smooth surfaces. UV light is considered efficacious as it vandalize the DNA 

 

Fig.1 UV Lamps 

 

 

Fig.2 Timer circuit 

 

 

, also called Black-light Lamp, device for producing electromagnetic radiations in the 

wavelengths between those of visible light and X-rays. The Sun’s rays are rich in such radiation, sometimes 

as black light because it is not visible to the eye. 

used to produce time delay intervals for triggering a load.  
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3. Transformer: transformer, device that transfers electric energy from one alternating-current circuit to one or more 

other circuits, either increasing (stepping up) or reducing (stepping down) the voltage. Transformers are employed for 

widely varying purposes; e.g., to reduce the voltage of conventional power circuits to operate low-voltage devices, such 

as doorbells and toy electric trains, and to raise the voltage from electric generators so that electric power can be 

transmitted over long distances. 

Rating: 12V. 

IV.   RESULT  

In this project, a less cost sterilization box is developed and the interdependent effect of  UV and temperature over sanitization 

was inspected. For this purpose, the effect of UV rays and heat sanitization was performed, and its effect on glycoprotein and 

bacterial cells were notices. The comprehensive results are described in the upshot 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Actual Project 
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V. CONCLUSION 

As we successfully completed  this product we can easily disinfect the things which we use in our daily life and also reduses 

the chances of spreading  of novel corona virus. 
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